
 West Virginia to Allentown Pennsylvania

     

A
 very beautiful sunrise greeted us as we drove over early to the airport this

cold and windy morning.  Today our Angel Flight Mission would be
taking us to Wheeling WVA then back east to Allentown PA. 
     We departed home base Luray  around 8:15am climbing up and over

our beautiful Massanuttan Mountains. The ride on the climb was quite choppy due to
strong winds blowing from the northwest creating verbals across the ridge tops. As we continued the climb, we

obtained our IFR clearance from ATC..... giving us direct Wheeling, and 7000 feet
for final. At 7000 feet we were over a scattered cloud deck as we entered West
Virginia with a strong headwind of around 30+ knots, the outside air temperature
showed 20 degrees. The ride itself was smooth with only some minor wave action. As
we neared Wheeling, the scattered clouds below us became more solid, producing

snow beneath them. Soon ATC lowered us to 5000 feet, which put us right in the clouds, during which time we picked
up a very minor trace of ice. Not long they lowered us again, and on this descent we got beneath the clouds allowing
us to make a visual approach into Wheeling.
     We touched down on some new fallen snow and were the very first to make tracks through it. As we taxied in and
parked, the snow was still coming down with the wind making the already cold air feel
like it had the edge of a knife! Once inside, we found our passenger Jennifer waiting
for us. After exchanging hugs and a little conversation (we have flown Jennifer several
times before) we  headed back out to 49bravo to load up.
     It was quite bitter as we loaded up and the winds were being everything but calm. 

After we received our IFR clearance to Allentown,
we departed Wheeling from a pure white runway
carpeted with about an inch of new snow. Soon we were cleared to climb to our
assigned altitude of 9000 feet which put us above the clouds and into the bright
sunshine.
     At 9000 feet our ride was very smooth with a very delightful tailwind of about

thirty-five knots. The farther east we got, the clouds began to break up. At Allentown the sky was mostly clear and
we made a visual approach and landed on runway 31. It was still very cold but nothing like it was in Wheeling!     
     Inside the warm FBO we took a few pictures and exchanged goodbyes and hugs with Jennifer. From here, she
would continue to Bedford MA with Angel Flight Pilot Paul Stavrides. We then headed back out into the cold to get
comfy in 49bravo for our flight back home.
     After departing Allentown and leveling off at our assigned altitude of 6000 feet, we initiated our IAP (In Air
Picnic)..... there is nothing quite like having a little picnic while watching as the world goes by beneath you! Our flight
conditions heading home were mainly smooth with just a little chop as we neared the mountains. We had a very slight
headwind component, but nothing like earlier in the day heading to Wheeling.
     After landing back at home base Luray and tucking 49bravo snugly back into her hanger, we enjoyed some
delightful hanger coffee (our first of the day)! Then, as always, we departed on one of our most dangerous parts of the
day, our drive home!
     Our total flight time for this Mission was 5.3 hours covering 570 nautical miles over four states. This made Mission
Number 419 for Captain John and Mission Number 289 for Nevin. As always, we would like to thank everyone for
their interest in our flights!

For more information about Angel Flight you can visit Angel Flight Mid-Atlantic at 
http://angelflightmidatlantic.org/



   


